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Art has a great energy and emotion that 
must be shared with more people in more 
popular places such as restaurants, hotels 
but also private homes.





Art is not born to decorate!

Therefore, subjectively you can like it or 

not, but it must certainly give you an 

emotion and make you think. It affects 

the atmosphere of the surrounding area, 

internal or external.



A big big 
brit s!“ ”

The series   ⁄   2021

















Each series is born out of a concept 

and has a story to tell. *

The path of each artwork is very 

important, more than the final 

visual result.
* The statements of each series are not included in this PDF.
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my life!
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The series   ⁄   2012
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Almost every work is a self-portrait.

I start from myself to understand others.

To redefine my identity is needed empathy 

and art is the best language to express it.



The walls 
cry out too!“ ”

The series   ⁄   2012 - 2022

























Art belongs to any person and to any place.

Art is a universal language that does not need to be 

translated. It is born from the heart, crosses through the 

senses and reaches others. A universal connection that 

creates "we" without any dichotomy.



He“ ”
The series   ⁄   2012















Modern art is a free and uncensored 

creation. An authentic expression made 

concrete by its thinker.

The work of art is not beautiful or ugly 

but a result of a path manifested by the 

creator. A gracefulness that makes you 

think regardless of its visual aspect 

what today, blindly, is considered the 

most important part!
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The series   ⁄   2020
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Blo me!“ ”
The series   ⁄   2020
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Wine me!“ ”
The series   ⁄   2021



Wine is the only thing in common that is 

found in heaven, in hell and on earth!”
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Fluid art? The marble? The pursuit of richness? The world 

inside the geodes and volcanic stones?

Or maybe the "beauty" of water pollution filled with fuel oils?

Maybe this reminds us of a magical and colorful world? Drug?

[...]

Fluid art is a pollution of art through art! It is the world 

between the artist and the non-artist. It is the representation 

of the human in the twenty-first century that mixes everything 

together, it’s fast and simple, it’s superficial and it loves the 

immediate visual beauty.
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